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Fr Gary Walker
director@columban.org.au

Into our future

W Add the Columban Lay Missionary Program with lay 
missionaries from many of the same countries, and the 
character of the Society expanded to incorporate lay 
people going on mission in the name of the Columbans. 
These changes reveal a new dynamic of priest and lay, of 
male and female all working together to proclaim God’s 
Good News revealed in Jesus.

How do we deal with this? Many people in Australia, the 
country with which I am most familiar, are finding the 
importation of priests from Nigeria and different parts of 
India into their parishes confusing and difficult because the 
priests do not know our culture, and we do not understand 
their culture or how their view themselves as priests; 
therefore everybody struggles to some degree. 

We are all culturally conditioned and it takes a determined 
effort to stand in another’s shoes and try to see the world 
through their eyes. So the issues inside our Society are 
similar to the issues in Catholic Church society – to what 
extent can we understand another culture in which Catholic 
values are quite different; how do we respect their values 
and yet expect change on their part as well as on our own 
because it cannot be just one way?

Fr Noel Connolly is engaged in seminars on this new 
experience of a multicultural Church in Australia. This is our 
new reality and an exciting time regardless of the prophets 
of doom who say it is all over for the Catholic Church. No, 
it is not all over, it is a new phase in our Church that needs 
patience and understanding and a determination to be a 
part of something new.

We are all culturally conditioned and it takes a 
determined effort to stand in another’s shoes and try 
to see the world through their eyes.

hen our Columban leader Fr Tommy Murphy and the 
present General Council was elected in 2006, they 

resided in Dublin, Ireland. They made a decision to transfer 
Columban headquarters to Hong Kong not long after their 
term of office began. 

Their move to Hong Kong was in response to the changing 
situation both within the Columban Society itself and the 
mission countries in which Columbans work. Most of our 
mission countries are on the Pacific Rim of the world: Japan, 
Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, 
Fiji, Chile, Peru and the United States of America. Pakistan, 
Ireland and Britain are the only ones not situated there. The 
General Council believed it was necessary to live in the area 
where most of our mission work was happening. It allows 
them to travel less distance and for better or worse , be 
closer to the action.

The other reason has to do with our Columban Mission 
Society itself. Initially the priests were predominantly 
Irish, therefore the Irish culture in its many variations was 
the culture of the Columban Society. When Australians, 
New Zealanders, British and Americans joined, the culture 
broadened out somewhat but many of these came from 
an Irish background. That homogeneity has changed. We 
are rapidly becoming a multicultural, multilingual and 
multinational society of missionary priests. The Columban 
sisters are on the same trajectory as ourselves.

Now Columban priests come from Korea, the Philippines, 
Fiji, Tonga, Peru and Chile. English is not the only common 
language in the Columban Society. The cultural differences 
between us are varied even though we have our Catholic 
faith in common; the cultural expressions of Catholicism in 
Peru is vastly different from that of Korea or Fiji.
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F
Do you love me?

r Noel O'Neill arrived in South 
Korea in 1957 four years after 

the Korean War ended in 1953. The 
whole country had been devastated 
by war and was still in the throes of 
reconstruction. 

Like most Columbans at that time in 
Korea, Fr O'Neill began his mission 
work building up and running 
parishes - this was his mission for 24 
years.

During his time in Kwangju, he 
became involved with the Mudeong 
Institution, also known as the 
Beggars Camp, which gave support 
to needy and marginalised people. 
The Institution was located on half 
an acre and housed 600 people of 
all ailments: alcoholics, psychiatric 
patients, orphans, homeless people 
and physically and intellectually  
impaired people.

When Fr O'Neill visited the Institution 
he saw that the intellectually impaired 
were not able to speak up for 
themselves and it was during this time 
that he felt drawn to do something 
positive for them, 'the forgotten ones'.

Then an incident occurred. Fr O'Neill 
was called to the hospital to visit You 
Ha, a gravely ill intellectually impaired 
young woman from the Mudeong 
Institution. He rushed to the hospital 
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Fr Noel O’Neill at a parish cultural night in Korea.
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Recently, Columban Fr Noel O’Neill spoke to Fr Peter Woodruff and the staff at the 
Columban Mission Centre in Essendon about his experience with intellectually 
impaired people in Korea. 

 Fr Peter Woodruff resides at Columban 
Mission Centre, Essendon.

and arrived  just in time to hear You 
Ha utter one word "Kamsahamnida" 
which means "thank you" and she 
breathed her last.

activities. He has successfully 
challenged the accepted wisdom of 
keeping "them" hidden; he has made 
"them" visible.

Fr O'Neill clearly states, "all that is 
required is that we respond positively 
to the questions that intellectually 
impaired people ask us:

Do you love me?

Will you come out for a meal?

Will you come for a walk?

It's the fundamental question of the 
Gospel, Do you love me?"

Will you forgive society?

Will you forgive the Church?

For too long have we ignored you.

As You Ha had no family, the hospital 
was going to use her body for 
medical research. On hearing this, Fr 
O'Neill took on the responsibility of 
the funeral expenses and bought a 
grave in the Catholic cemetery. On 
the tombstone he had the following 
inscribed: 

Will you forgive society?

Will you forgive the Church?

For too long have we ignored you.

Fr O'Neill became increasingly 
involved with the intellectually 
impaired and won support from the 
Columbans and the local bishop to 
dedicate himself full-time to working 
with them. 

He travelled to Australia to look for 
ideas and was introduced to L'Arche in 
Sydney. He later travelled to Canada 
and experienced living in one of 
Jean Vanier's L'Arche communities. 
(Jean Vanier is the founder of L'Arche 
Communities).

With the support from government, 
religious organisations and 
individuals, he has been able to bring 
the intellectually impaired out of 
isolation. They now live in apartment 
blocks with the rest of the community, 
work alongside others who are not 
impaired and participate in religious A factory co-worker assists a new staff member.

KOREA

Fr Noel O'Neill would like to thank 
Columban benefactors for their support. 
Your generosity has given justice and 
dignity to the 'silenced' people of Korea.  
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http://www.columban.org.au/about-us/columban-videos/for-too-long-have-we-ignored-you/
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RACHEL AND DAVID WINTONWhy stay home
‘It is a great joy to be trying something new at this stage of our lives.’

hen David and Rachel Winton retired from teaching, 
they were looking for a new challenge. Now they are 

teaching English to university students in China, a far cry from 
their careers as school teachers in England.

David and Rachel found this new life through AITECE 
(Association for International Teaching, Educational and 
Curriculum Exchange), an organisation based in Hong Kong 
and linked with the Columban Fathers. 

"We were accepted to teach English in Wuhan in central 
China and live in a serviced apartment on the campus of 
Hubei University. The facilities we need are on our doorstep: 
supermarket, post office, bank, and restaurant... even 
a hairdresser. One further pleasant aspect for us is that 
the generations live here together in harmony: students, 
teachers with their young children, and former teachers 
now in their old age. 

Most of the 16,000 students are from Hubei province 
and live on campus. They are enrolled in graduate and 
post-graduate programs in the arts and sciences. The 

campus is leafy and despite the number of students, is not 
overwhelming in size.

The university has contracted us to teach English to 
students at various stages of proficiency. Each of us has 
eight contact sessions of two hours a week with eight 
different groups of students, the number of students in 
each class ranging from 16 to 50.  
 
Both of us taught high school students in state schools 
in England until our retirement, so one would reasonably 
conclude that we have learnt most of the skills needed to 
teach effectively. However, we are finding that teaching 
Chinese tertiary students with just one contact session each 
week, challenges us in new ways.

Some classrooms are well-equipped, having air-
conditioning that makes it much easier to work in the 
extremes of hot and cold weather. Older rooms are not so 
well equipped with long rows of desks screwed to the floor, 
so there is no chance of re-arranging the furniture for small 

Rachel and David Winton with students at Hubei University.
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http://www.aitece.com/
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CHINA

Older rooms are not so well-equipped with  long 
rows of desks screwed to the floor, so there is no 
chance of re-arranging the furniture for small group 
work or whole class activities in a circle. 

A major difference between our cultures is that while ours is individualistic, their culture  puts emphasis on  a 
sense of belonging to a group.

group work or whole class activities in a circle. Some of the 
classrooms are on the fifth and sixth floor and there is no 
elevator, but the students would not think of complaining. 

When we arrive for class at 8:00a.m we find the students 
seated at their desks with their textbooks open. We were 
provided with a basic textbook and whilst we found it 
helpful, we needed to move beyond it. We needed to get 
our students discussing topics in which they had some 
genuine interest and spark discussion. Such discussions 
often demand that the students use vocabulary that they 
may not have already learnt, so we teach them some of the 
words and phrases they might need in the discussion of the 
day. 

and to move the lesson away from 'one way traffic' to an 
interaction between us and them or between the students 
themselves. We feel we are making progress, but we keep in  
mind that our cultural backgrounds are so different. 

They are respectful and always well-dressed; being scruffy 
is not part of their style. The students are used to the 
teacher doing all the talking and so are inclined to be 
passive. 

Unlike our experience back home, there is no need to 
expend energy keeping order in the classroom; the 
students are co-operative and work with the teacher. A 
major difference between our cultures is that while ours 
is individualistic, their culture puts emphasis on a sense 
of belonging to a group. This may explain in part their 
unwillingness to volunteer their individual views to the 
class, but will agree to do so if directly asked. 

It is a great joy to be trying something new at this stage of 
our lives. Retirement has meant an opportunity to branch 
out in our chosen profession. We will also take advantage of 
the opportunity to travel in China and have already had six 
days in Beijing. 

Over the winter break we plan to travel to the south-west 
and over the summer to the north-west, from where some 
of our students come, and finally to Shanghai... before we 
fly home to London."

We have introduced topics such as 'better city/better life' 
(the slogan of the 2010 Shanghai Expo), 'China's one child 
policy' and the difficulties of life on a live-in campus. We 
have also taught them to sing some English songs, such as 
'You are my sunshine' and organised role-plays. 

This has helped the students to be less stiff and formal,  
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There's a crack in everything 
- that's how the light gets in

TOM O’REILLY

Fr Tom O’Reilly shares his Lenten experience of Pakistan.
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hen I arrived at a small chapel 
on the outskirts of Gujranwala, 

Pakistan, to celebrate Mass on the 
first Sunday of Lent I was surprised to 
see the place was practically empty. 
Eventually, I was told that the people 
were assembled in Rashid's house 
(a parishioner) to support him in the 
rigorous fast he had begun on Ash 
Wednesday. 

On investigation, I found Rashid 
solemnly seated on a raised platform 
before his house and surrounded 
by many admirers. He had decided 
not to eat or drink anything from 
sunrise to sunset for the 40 days of 
Lent and thus to prove that Christians 
could 'out-fast' Muslims, whose fast 
lasted only 28 days in the month of 
Ramadan!

I was sorely tempted to quote the 
words of Jesus: 'When you fast, put 
oil on your head and wash your face, 
so that your fasting may be seen not 
by others but by your Father...' (Matt: 
6:17-18). I realised, however, that what 
Rashid was doing was but an extreme 
expression of a mentality many of us 
share. We have grown up with the 
idea that Lent is a time for increased 
effort on our part – doing more 
penance, saying more prayers, giving 
more alms. 

We see Lent as a time to sort ourselves 
out and do some spiritual spring 
cleaning. There is some truth in this, 
but we often end up with the wrong 
perspective. We don't save ourselves, 
no matter how hard we try; the 
compassionate God saves us, without 
totting up our good deeds. 

During Lent the main focus has to go 
on what God is doing for us, rather 
than on what we are doing for God.

Listening once to a Muslim speak 
about the meaning of the Ramadan 
fast for him helped me to look on 

W
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Fr Tom O’Reilly was in Pakistan for 
10 years and is now the Columban 
Regional Director  for Britain.

Lent and its practices in a new way. 
He said the physical hunger he feels in 
fasting turns his attention to the deep 
hunger and great need for God in his 
life. Penitential practices like fasting 
can get us in touch with our human 
fragility, vulnerability and brokenness 
which hunger for an experience of 
God's salvation. To disciples of John 
the Baptist who wondered why Jesus 
was not emphasising fasting like their 
master, He replied that fasting is to be 
an expression of longing for his saving 
presence when he is taken from his 
own (Matt: 9:15). 

practices of Lent, I am conscious of my 
own feeble efforts in prayer. However, 
I find it helpful to recall that prayer is 
not something we do, but something 
God does in us. Our part is to tune 
into the ceaseless prayer of the Spirit 
in our hearts.

In our vulnerability we also offer 
ourselves to be channels of God's 
loving outreach to those who are 
most deprived and broken in our 
world. In today's harsh economic 
climate, people are understandably 
worried about keeping the job, 
paying the mortgage, protecting 
the pension, and securing the basic 
necessities of life. 

However, the temptation is to adopt 
the mentality of 'every man for 
himself' and forget those who are 
most neglected in our world. To 
disciples worried about their day-to-
day survival, Jesus spoke of giving 
alms and remitting debts as ways 
of making a heavenly investment 
which is rock solid (Lk 12:22-34). And 
the Lenten imperative of almsgiving 
calls us, not only to respond to urgent 
needs, but also to challenge the 
unjust systems which keep so many 
people in dehumanising poverty 
and do irreparable damage to God's 
creation. 

The liturgy refers to Lent as 'this 
great season of grace,' which is God's 
gift to us. It is the time when we 
open ourselves to experience God's 
salvation as pure gift. And God's 
point of entry into our lives is our 
vulnerability and brokenness. As 
Leonard Cohen sings, 'There's a crack 
in everything, that's how the light gets 
in.'             

He had decided not to eat or drink 
anything from sunrise to sunset 
for the 40 days of Lent and thus 
to prove that Christians could 
‘out-fast’ Muslims, whose fast 
lasted only 28 days in the month 
of Ramadan!
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Out of our vulnerability we express 
our longing for God in prayer. 'As a 
deer yearns for running streams, so I 
yearn for you my God. I thirst for God, 
the living God...' (Psalm 42:1-2). 

In coming to the spiritual well, 
however, we meet the Lord who 
first thirsts for us. To the Samaritan 
woman who came to the well, Jesus 
introduces himself as a thirsty person 
(Jn 4:7). His physical thirst symbolises 
his deep desire to give her the water 
of authentic life. In the Catechism of 
the Catholic Church we read, 'Whether 
we realise it or not, prayer is the 
encounter of God's thirst with ours. 
God thirsts that we may thirst for him.'   

God gifts us with the Spirit who 'helps 
us in our weakness' and 'intercedes 
for us with sighs too deep for words' 
(Rom 8:26). In being reminded that 
prayer is one of the traditional 

Listening once to a Muslim speak about the meaning of the Ramadan fast for him helped me to look on Lent 
and its practices in a new way.  He said the physical hunger he feels in fasting turns his attention to the deep 
hunger and great need for God in his life.  

REFLECTION
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SEAN DWAN

What do we mean by mission
I n ordinary conversation we talk about a woman or 

man "with a mission" indicating someone who has 
a strong single-minded commitment to some worthwhile 
project. In modern organisations like banks we may see 
their "mission statement" posted on a wall, advertising their 
commitment to quality of service.

The term 'mission' has a long history with a variety of 
meanings. The origin of all these uses is religious, stemming 
from an individual Christian's desire to share his or her faith 
with others. 

This desire, usually stemming from a deep sense of 
gratitude at having been given so much in life, is 
interpreted as a call from God, 'a vocation'. Some of these 
individuals may proceed, on their own, to change their 
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lifestyle and raise money in order to follow their dream of 
sharing their Christian faith in a practical way. 

It's much more common, however, for that person to join 
a missionary organization which already has structures in 
place with suitable opportunities for sharing one's faith 
with others.

In a sense, every committed Christian has that sense of 
mission. However, for many people a missionary is someone 
who is religiously inspired to leave his or her country to 
work for an extended period (maybe a lifetime) in another 
culture.

In the popular imagination missionary work consisted 
either of trying to convert as many people as possible to 
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Fr Sean Dwan is currently serving in Hong Kong.

Ideally, a missionary is someone whose personality, 
lifestyle and work embody God's love for humanity 
and the world. 

Modern training methods for missionaries make them aware of how culture-bound is their own view of 
Christianity. 

Christianity or of helping the abject poor. Neither of these 
captures exactly what modern missionaries do. Ideally, a 
missionary is someone whose personality, lifestyle and 
work embody God's love for humanity and the world. The 
form which this embodiment takes naturally depends on 
the particular context which can be as different from one 
another as Japan is from Afghanistan.

Modern training methods for missionaries make them 
aware of how culture-bound is their own view of 
Christianity. Along with that discovery (sometimes painful) 
comes the awareness of the need to translate the Christian 
message sensitively into the categories of the host culture.

consumption.  Practical efforts to encourage respect for 
God's creation and for the future of the human family 
means that the modern missionary is often involved in a 
kind of international mediation.

Another point which distinguishes the modern missionary 
from his or her colleagues in the past is a more positive 
attitude towards the other religions. No longer is it the case 
that the members of these religions must be converted at 
all costs. 

Many missionaries find that through genuine dialogue with 
other religions, their own religious experience is deepened 
even to the extent of being able to pray together. And they 
may find common ground for cooperation in dealing with 
the justice issues mentioned above. A missionary's life, 
however, should not always be one of frenetic activity. Part 
of their task is to manifest the importance of contemplation 
in a post-modern world. 

This is necessary for the missionary's own spiritual 
survival. Because of the magnitude of the global issues 
which the missionary confronts there is every danger that 
smouldering anger will lead to burn-out, the very opposite 
of the joyful sense of God's presence which was the starting 
point of the desire to be a cross-cultural missionary.

Missionaries who work in cross-cultural situations are now 
more acutely aware than ever that the poverty which they 
encounter in one part of the world is structurally related 
to decisions and behaviour in another part of the world, 
perhaps in the missionary's home country. Therefore 
questions of justice loom larger for the modern missionary 
than it did in the past when simple gestures of charity 
might have been sufficient. 

One of the most intractable of these justice issues is 
the wholesale destruction of the environment in order 
to facilitate Western culture's insatiable desire for 
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SHAY CULLENA despicable crime
Hundreds marched with the funeral cortege carrying flags and banners, one read: 
"Justice for Fr Fausto 'Pops' Tentorio."

issionary Fr Fausto Tentorio died in a hail of 
bullets on October 17, 2011. It is a despicable 

crime of murder; cowardly, senseless and it will not achieve 
its purpose to instil fear, terror and paralysis into the 
indigenous people and environmentalists in the Diocese of 
Kidapawan, Philippines.

Fr Fausto Tentorio, 59, an Italian Missionary priest of the 
Pontifical Institute for Foreign Missions (PIME) for 30 years 
and based in Our Lady of Perpetual Help Parish, Arakan 
Valley, North Cotabato, Mindanao, was climbing into his 
vehicle to go to a meeting on October 17, when a single 
assailant walked up to him and shot him repeatedly. The 
assassin then calmly walked to his motor bike and sped 
away. It is the typical killing method of the paid assassin. 

Fr Tentorio had dedicated his life to upholding the 
human rights of the indigenous people of the Diocese of 
Kidapawan. He was the Coordinator of the Tribal Filipino 
Program and a fearless advocate of their rights to their 
ancestral domain. He received death threats but ignored 
them and got on with his mission of defending human 
rights and inspiring the people.

This program stood in the way of powerful moneyed 
mining interests out to exploit the land around Columbio 
and adjacent areas in nearby provinces. The program 
opposed irresponsible mining especially the plans of 
Sagittarius Mines Inc. to open pit mines for minerals on the 
lands of the indigenous people of the Dioceses. 

The ongoing environmental protection and human rights 
defence campaign of the Dioceses of Marbel, Digos and 
Kidapawan has opposed the issuance by the Department 
of the Environment and Natural Resources of an 
Environmental Compliance Certificate (EEC) without which 
the huge Tampakan mining project of Sagittarius cannot 
legally go ahead. The project allegedly endangers huge 
areas of the environment crucial to agriculture and could 
cause devastation to the people's way of life.

During the Environmental Assessment in 2010, the voice 
of opposition was almost snuffed out. Sagittarius Mines 
Inc. was blamed for manipulating the process to favour its 
interests. 

Fr Tentorio was a peaceful and gently charismatic person 
who inspired the indigenous people and their supporters to 

Photos: AP Photo/Bullit Marquez



Fr Shay Cullen has been a missionary in the Philippines since 1969.

continue to have hope, courage and resilience against the 
intrusions that threatened to take over of their lands.

The recent decision of government officials to support 
the establishment of village based militias to back up the 
private security agencies employed by mining companies 
has been deplored. Atty. Mario E. Maderazo, of the 
Philippine Misereor Partnership Inc. (PMPI-AMC Project 
Officer) an organisation defending indigenous people, 
said that this support for militias does nothing to bring 
about the rule of law; "This move will only perpetuate the 
condition which made the killing of Fr Fausto possible. 

Government support for militias may have encouraged 
some to deviate from the rule of law and deploy the death 
squads to end the opposition and protests to mining. It will 
bring only international condemnation. Death squads have 
persisted in the shadow of Philippine political life. 

Some city mayors allow them to kill with impunity. It is a big 
challenge to the Administration of President Nonoy Aquino, 
whose own father was assassinated by gunmen at the 
alleged behest of the late dictator Ferdinand Marcos.

Politicians and their cronies deny involvement but attempt 
to justify summary executions as in the interests of public 
good and safety. It is assassination as covert state policy. 

Even street youth and children are targets for the death 
squads for many years in several cities. The street kids 
are branded pests, vermin, street rats and marked for 
extermination. Even some Senators look down on the street 
children in this way and want to reverse the child protection 
law and treat children as young as 9-years-old as adult 
criminals.

The assassination of Fr Fausto who gave his life for the 
Filipino people shows how dangerous this way of thinking 
is. It belittles human dignity and leads to the death of 
innocents and the noblest and most upright among us.
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Only an empowered citizenry capable of combatting 
poverty, inequality and injustice in their communities 
will bring genuine peace to our land and people. Let 
not the death of Fr Tentorio paralyze us. Let it be a 
lasting testimony to our resolve to pursue peace,”... 

The rule of law will not spring from the use of arms and 
armed militias. Only an empowered citizenry capable 
of combatting poverty, inequality and injustice in their 
communities will bring genuine peace to our land and 
people. Let not the death of Fr Tentorio paralyze us. Let it 
be a lasting testimony to our resolve to pursue peace", he 
said. 
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have just come from my 
Friday night class with those 

preparing for Baptism. We are in the 
second section called "Meeting Jesus 
and His teaching." I was presenting 
Jesus' key theme, "Abba" God as a 
kind of father. We were doing the 
parable of the loving father (aka 'The 
Prodigal Son'). But Mr Kozuka had 
a frown on his face and there was 
obviously a problem. 

In our sharing he came out with it. 
He said, "This story is so un-Japanese. 
In Japan if a second son insulted his 
father so grossly he would be refused 
every request and cut out of the 
family register." Mr Kozuka actually 
had two things blocking Jesus' 
message.  

The first was to take the parable 
literally. The second was to think 
that 'this is very western.' We talked 
it over and in the sharing I used a 
Japanese proverb: 'If you love your son, 
let him travel.' The Holy Spirit  used 
the proverb to flood Mr Kozuka with 
insight into God's unconditional love. 
(GK Chesterton described insight 
as the art of seeing the familiar as 
strange).

Since my language school days 
Japanese proverbs have fascinated 
me. I am not very good at language 
but I had read that having a 'cultural 
curiosity' helped to overcome one's 
language deficiency. After 50 years I 
still find Japanese proverbs curious 
and they certainly give an insight into 
the culture.

After language school as a young 
priest this use of proverbs was re-
enforced in my first appointment 
in Wakayama. Bishop Taguchi was 
opening a kindergarten in the 

BARRY CAIRNS

Wisdom of a 
culture I

Fr Cairns tells us how 
Japanese proverbs have 
always fascinated him.
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parish. He began his address to 
the assembled non-Christian civic 
and educated dignitaries and the 
numerous non-Christian parents by 
quoting a Japanese proverb: "The 
character which a child possesses by the 
age of three will last until a hundred." 

Leading from this pithy expression of 
a genuine Japanese value, he spoke 
on the worth of an early education 
based on Christian values. He also 
requested the co-operation of the 
parents in the home. Again he quoted 
a proverb: "The flame of parented 
light shines in one's children." The 
bishop got his message across mainly 
because he adapted his talk by using 
genuine Japanese values as contained 
in their proverbs and on these he built  
his Christian message.

In the first section of our catechetical 
programme there is a section called 
'meeting oneself'. It's a gentle section 
where one comes to the realisation 
that as a human being I am inherently 
weak and insufficient using my own 
strength alone. In other words, 'I need 
Christ - he came to save sinners,' (in 
that Biblical sense of a sinner as one Fr Barry Cairns first went to Japan in 1956.

‘Even a monkey can fall from a 
tree.’ 

 
aiming but missing the target).

This admission does not come easily, 
especially for elderly Japanese men 
brought up on the samurai code. For 
them, to admit human frailty seems 
western and therefore 'un-Japanese.' 
But a proverb from the ancient 
wisdom of Japan says, 'Even a new 
tatami straw mat when beaten gives 
out dust.' That is, in effect we all have 
defects - hidden dust.

Proverbs so often confront and vivify 
in a concrete way the frailty and 
powerlessness of us humans. We need 
help from above. We need a Saviour. 
Proverbs deal with the fundamental 
stuff of life.

Vatican II says, "The Church exhorts 
her children to prudently and lovingly 
acknowledge, preserve and promote  
the spiritual and moral good among 
nations as well as the values in their 
society and culture." (The Church and 
Non-Christian religions, #2).

I feel that one small way towards 
inculturating Christ's message is to 
use the distilled wisdom of a nation's 
proverbs. So many Japanese proverbs 

echo the Sacred Scriptures which after 
all also emanate from the East. Just a 
few from Japan:

 'What one seemingly has, but really    
         has not, is money.' (What does it  
        profit if you gain the whole  
        world…) 
 'The monk from a nearby temple  
         is never famous.' (A prophet is  
        never accepted in his own  
        country).   
  Sit on a stone for three years and it  
         gets warm. (Persevere).

Japanese proverbs tend to be short, 
symmetrical, concrete and verbless. 
The unique taste is so often lost in 
translation. So many proverbs also 
have a cultural background. But one 
of my favourite humorous proverbs is 
understandable to all: 

 
 'Even a monkey can fall from a tree.'  
        (We all make mistakes).

Finally from the Bible; 'Do not 
disregard what the wise have said. 
Study their proverbs.' (Sir 8:8).

JAPAN



Mission World
We ask your prayers:  The prayers of our readers are requested for the 
repose of the souls of friends and benefactors of St Columbans who died 
recently: also for the spiritual and the temporal welfare of all our readers, 
their families and friends.

Mission Intention for January
That Christians may achieve full unity, bearing witness of the universal fatherhood of God to the entire 
human race.
Mission Intention for February
That in the mission territories where the struggle against disease is most urgent, Christian communities 
may witness to the presence of Christ to those who suffer.

Hong Kong (FIDES) - In 14 Asian 
countries the death of thousands of 
people is condemned every year, after 
unfair trials, or on the basis of evidence 
extracted under torture. 

This is what the "Anti-Death Penalty 
Asia Network" declares in a report 

titled "When justice is lacking. Thousands 
are put to death after unfair trials," 
presented in November 2011 in Hong 
Kong, of which a copy was sent to 
FIDES. 

According to the Report, 14 Asian 
countries carry out, on the whole, more 
death sentences than the rest of the 
world. In particular, the Report calls 
for action in favour of eight people 
who risk execution in China, Japan, 
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India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, 
Singapore and Taiwan. In each of these 
cases, death sentence - it says - was 
imposed after an unfair trial and in six 
out of eight cases the charge is based 
on evidence extracted through torture.

Confessions extracted by force are 
regularly considered "reliable evidence" 
in trials in Afghanistan, China, Japan, 
India and Indonesia, although the laws 
prohibit this practice. The Document 
emphasizes "the flaws present in the 
judicial systems in many of these 
countries", pointing out that, on the 
other hand, over half of Asian countries 
have abolished death penalty or have 
not carried out executions in the last 10 
years.

In Asia - notes the text - the defendants 
for crimes punishable with a death 
sentence have limited or even no 
access to legal defense, both before 
and during the trial. Among the 
examples cited: in India, Devender 
Pal Singh, a prisoner on death row, 
denounced to the Supreme Court that 
the police had "taken his hand to get 
him to sign blank sheets of paper". 

In Japan, the police are authorized 
to detain and interrogate a suspect 

Asian countries death penalty 
is imposed after unfair trials or 
evidence extracted



Editorial

his is my last editorial for The Far East. After nine years I 
have the greater task of writing the Director's Column 

for each issue. What a challenge and I still have to worry about 
deadlines.

One of the major difficulties in changing jobs is in saying 
goodbye to people and 'moving on.' 'Moving on' is one of the 
new phrases that drives me mad because it skims the surface 
of true feelings of sadness or joy. I am fortunate that I only have 
to walk down the corridor to another room where the Director 
resides.

The Far East will continue with a new Columban Editor, Fr Dan 
Harding, who has come to Melbourne from Santiago, Chile to 
take up this new role. I wish him many blessings in this new 
job which is important to our future; we call the magazine our 
flagship. It still provides our benefactors with a window on 
Columban missionary activity in the world.

Fr Dan has spent the last 21 years in Chile. He is giving up a 
lot to come to Australia. When you spend that much time 
with people who have become 'your people', when you have 
made the effort to learn their language and culture, when you 
have shared a good part of your life with them, it is difficult to 
pack your bags and leave.  It really is one of those times when 
St Columban's words ring true: We belong to God and not to 
ourselves.

Hello and goodbye

TFE@columban.org.au
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Twithout a lawyer for 23 days, because 
the presence of a lawyer could "make 
it difficult to discover the truth". 
The Chinese authorities may place 
obstacles in the talks between lawyers 
and their clients or obstruct access to 
files.

Under international law, death penalty 
may be imposed only for intentional 
crimes with lethal consequences. 
Nevertheless, some Asian countries like 
North Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan and 
Singapore, apply it to non-lethal crimes 
such as theft or drug trafficking. Crimes 
punishable by death are at least 55 in 
China, 28 in Pakistan and 57 in Taiwan.

The "Anti-Death Penalty Asia Network" 
(ADPAN) is an independent network 
that promotes the abolition of 
capital punishment in Asia. Among 
its members there are lawyers, 
NGOs, civil society groups, human 
rights defenders and activists from 
23 countries. These include, among 
others, Amnesty International and the 
Community of Sant'Egidio. 
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n August 14 Pakistan celebrated its 64th 
Independence Day. The question for many people is, 

"What is there to celebrate?" When you mention Pakistan to 
people while outside the country, Osama, terrorism, Taliban 
and suicide bombs are the responses mostly invoked. On 
top of that are numerous other problems. 

For example, 300 people were killed in Karachi in ethnic 
violence in July 2011 alone, bringing the total to 800 people 
for the year so far. Most of the news about the country 
seems to be negative and life denying. And much of it is. 
It is a far cry from the vision of the person considered the 
father of the nation, Muhammad Al Jinnah who, in a speech 
four days before the new nation came into being said: "You 
are free. You are free to go to your temples, you are free to 
go to your mosques or to any other place of worship in this 
State of Pakistan. You may belong to any religion or caste or 
creed that has nothing to do with the business of the State. 

TOMÁS KING
What is there to celebrate?
O Now I think we should keep that in front of us as our ideal 

and you will find that in course of time Hindus would cease 
to be Hindus and Muslims would cease to be Muslims, not 
in the religious sense, because that is the personal faith of 
each individual, but in the political sense as citizens of the 
State."

The mire in which Pakistan is sinking has been 
generated because of using religion for nation 
building. There is no tolerance and no genuine 
democracy. There is no cultural discourse or the right 
to differ… 

To say the country and its people have struggled to 
live up to the vision and the ideals of its founder is an 
understatement. Religious intolerance is increasing as the 
assassination of two high profile politicians at the beginning 
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Fr Tomás King has been a missionary in Pakistan since 1992.

of the year tragically illustrated. As human rights activist 
and street theatre producer, Madiha Gohar, commented 
during the recent Independence Day celebrations:

"Institutions cannot move forward as they have become 
'Talibanised' over a period of time… The mire in which 
Pakistan is sinking has been generated because of using 
religion for nation building. There is no tolerance and 
no genuine democracy. There is no cultural discourse or 
the right to differ… One has to mention religion on the 
passport. This confusion distorts the concept of identity. A 
real secular democratic Pakistan is the only hope. We need 
a democratic revolution giving space to small regions and 
communities."

Godar is a random representative of the significant number 
of peoples' voices and groups in the country that are 
struggling to create such a democratic space. It's in such 
people that some signs of hope are present in the country. 
In addition there are sections of the media who offer in-
depth critiques of the country's difficulties. 

In the last few weeks alone different newsgroups have 
published articles questioning the military's responsibility 

in being part of the problem rather than part of the 
solution. There has also been analysis of the 'talibanisation' 
of the military and the danger that poses for the country.

Pakistan's difficulties were compounded last year and the 
year before by the destructive flooding that covered large 
parts of the country. In the meantime authorities have failed 
to invest in prevention measures since last year's floods 
that killed, according to official figures, 1,750 people. The 
disaster has come again for some people including the 
people of Badin in interior Sindh where Columbans have a 
parish, 400mm of water fell in the four days leading up to 
Independence day. Crops and livelihoods were again wiped 
out. 

It has been declared a calamity area. Aid distribution is 
carried out by government authorities and many NGOs 
(Non Government Organisations). Such is the context in 
which Columban Mission continues.

To say the country and its people have struggled to live up to the vision and the ideals of its founder is an 
understatement. Religious intolerance is increasing as the assassination of two high profile politicians at the 
beginning of the year tragically illustrated.

PAKISTAN
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http://www.columban.org.au/about-us/columban-videos/st-elizabeth-hospital-floods-in-pakistan-video/


ecently, I was driving my car along a local Lima 
street with two Australian friends who sighed, "if 

only we had brought our cameras." The people at home 
would never believe the traffic and chaos.

It's the desperateness that first strikes the visitor: people 
driving broken down cars at seemingly reckless speeds 
and without any seeming order or reference to any law; 
people pushing carts, bikes or anything with wheels so 
they can move loads for which we would hire professional 
removalists.

What is it all about?

Certainly there is madness about the way of life here 
in Lima, but I think it could be better described as 
desperateness caused by poverty. Consider a woman who 

R

Traffic and chaos JOSEPH RUYS

has three children. Her husband has probably left her and 
she is surviving, day by day, washing clothes. Her child gets 
sick and she needs to take time off work without pay to 
take the child to the doctor (or ignore the illness as long as 
possible so that she can keep working). 

The doctor tells her that she needs to take the child to 
the hospital, so she either jumps into the cheapest and 
therefore, most un-roadworthy taxi or goes by bus, thereby 
running the risk of spreading any infection the child has 
with the other passengers. 

At the hospital she is told that the child needs to be 
observed but medication must be purchased prior to 
admittance. This experience is typical of most parents here 
in our part of Lima. Another example of frustration was our 
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Fr Joe Ruys tells us that despite the chaos and fragility of the people of Peru, the 
people are full of hope, full of looking to a future.

Despite their ruralness, the people of Peru are full of  hope.
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Fr Joseph Ruys is an Associate Priest working with the 
Columbans in Peru.

attempt to upgrade one of our more humble Chapels. 

For over a year I have been trying to engage the local 
community in a discussion to determine what they would 
like to see happen. The community has no money; only 
a year ago electricity arrived in their neighbourhood; the 
majority of homes have an earthen floor and makeshift 
walls; virtually no-one has permanent work. 

Living with this reality, the community lacks confidence in 
expressing their ideas, especially with a priest. We drew up 
two sets of plans in our process and after the 'final' meeting 
I went ahead to contract the builders. 

When I announced recently that all was set to begin, one 
person, then another, awkwardly suggested that the 
building really wasn't what they wanted as it was not going 
to help them achieve their dream of building a permanent 
Chapel. 

Certainly there is madness about the way of life here in Lima, but I think it could be better described as 
desperateness caused by poverty. 

PERU

So my observation of Peru, its people and systems, 
is this: although they seem chaotic and fragile to 
the outsider, the people are in fact full of hope, 
full of looking to a future when life will be more 
ordered, more secure and better for the family, the 
neighbourhood and their beloved country.

During the week I tried to put aside my disappointment and 
frustration at their inability to communicate more directly 
with me during our process of planning. But, through it all, 
I have to recognize their great optimism that one day they 
will achieve what I see as virtually an impossible dream.

So my observation of Peru, its people and systems, is this: 
although they seem chaotic and fragile to the outsider, the 
people are in fact full of hope, full of looking to a future 
when life will be more ordered, more secure and better for 
the family, the neighbourhood and their beloved country.

A medical clinic provides better healthcare for families.

A mother and child feel secure.
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pologies to an Unbeliever is the title of an essay 
written by Thomas Merton, the American 

Cistercian monk. In the mid-1960s, as the boundary 
between believers and unbelievers eroded, Merton looked 
for a way of speaking about faith that would be meaningful 
outside and inside Christian circles.

He wrote the essay "to apologise for the affront which had 
been, and still is, daily perpetrated on you Unbelievers by 
a variety of believers, some fanatical, some reasonable, 
some clerical, some lay." Where authentic religious concern 
degenerates into salesmanship, it becomes an affront to the 
honest perplexities of the vast majority – in his opinion.

I was reminded of this recently when talking to a cleric in 
Ireland. He maintained I was wasting my time as a cleric 
since I was not preaching or exercising a sacramental 
ministry. Merton pointed out in his essay that if I as a 
Christian believe that my first duty is to love and respect my 
fellow man, then the refusal to let him alone, the inability 
to entrust him to God and his own conscience, and the 
insistence on rejecting him as a person until he agrees with 
me, is simply a sign that my own faith is inadequate.

I was abruptly reminded of this recently when I met a 
Chinese student I taught 10 years ago. He now works in 
Beijing and we kept in touch since he graduated six years 
ago. We met on Sunday and he spoke of his surprise that he 
could speak to me openly about things he could not share 
even with his own grandfather - I'm the same age!

He said he remarked recently to his parents (he's now 28 
and still unmarried) as he told them of his friendship with 
me, that he wondered if he should not also be a priest. But 
he quickly added that his parents expected him to give 
them a grandchild so he doubted it. I was astonished by his 
comment as he is not even a Christian. I wondered if Merton 
was not perfectly right in his remarks about unbelievers.

"Faith comes by hearing" as St Paul says but Merton asks, 
"by hearing what? The soothing platitudes of a religious 
operator?" In his opinion the hearing that leads to faith 
requires listening to the inscrutable ground of his or her 
own being, in the silence of one's spirit. Merton's critique 
of the faith of believers is pointed: "The faith that has 
grown cold is not only that which the Unbeliever does not 
know but the faith the Believer has kept. This faith has too 
often become rigid or complex, sentimental, foolish or 
impertinent."

Apologies to an unbeliever
TEDDY COLLINS

A
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So it's that I believe teaching in China is not a cloak 
for manipulating students to accept my dictates or an 
opportunity to impose my own opinions on a struggling 
local Church. One native priest said recently in speaking 
of the efforts of foreigners to influence the Chinese 
Church through working with the government Patriotic 
Association, "If you foreigners did not give it credibility, the 
Patriotic Association would lose power. Father X says he is a 
friend of the head of the Patriotic Association, he should not 
be so proud."

Thierry Meynard, a Jesuit now working in Beijing says in a 
book on Jesuit history in China, "Perhaps the missionary 
model to be followed now is not that of the 19th century. 
The lessons of the past would question the wisdom of 
simply replicating Western institutions in China. Instead, 
in dealing with the Chinese today, what is required is not 
so much a one way, paternalistic relationship of changing 
them for their own good, but rather a multi-dimensional 
partnership that is mutually enriching. Indeed it may be 
more respectful and more fruitful in the long term to be 
'men and women with others.'"

My final answer to the Irish cleric was to tell him of a remark 
made to me by a former student. "From you, Mr Collins, 
I have learned the meaning of truth and beauty and 
love." I asked the cleric when was the last time one of his 
parishioners had made a similar remark to him!

On the role of the foreign missionary in China.

Teddy Collins teaches in China.
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Do you love me? 
Fr Noel O’Neill visits the grave of a young 
intellectually impaired girl who did not have 
any family or friends to care for her in life or 
death. Fr Noel has been in Korea since 1957 
and has devoted his life to working with 
those who do not have a voice in society.

Through your prayers and financial 
assistance, Fr Noel continues to bring justice 
and dignity to the people of Korea.

Thank You

Your kindness and support make it possible for Columbans to meet and minister to many 
people.  Your “stringless” gift helps us to respond with flexibility to the most urgent needs of 
people.

Please accept my                VISA             MASTERCARD        

SIGNATUREEXPIRY DATE

/
NAME ON CARD (PLEASE PRINT)

Dear Father, Please accept this is a donation.

ST COLUMBANS MISSION SOCIETY

Please accept my:     Credit Card (Fill in details below)     Money Order     Cheque     

Online Donations: www.columban.org.au

SUPPORT COLUMBAN 
MISSION
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Send to: Fr Gary Walker     St Columbans Mission Society, PO Box 752, Niddrie  Vic.  3042
Fr Michael Gormly    St Columbans Mission Society, PO Box 30-017, Lower Hutt 5040, New Zealand

St Columbans Mission Society A.B.N. 17 686 524 625

NAME

ADDRESS

                                           POSTCODE

EMAIL

MONTHLY 
       I WISH TO HELP ON A REGULAR BASIS:

 QUARTERLY 

Gift to Columban Mission $

$

  TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

It’s the fundamental question of the Gospel
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http://www.columban.org.au/about-us/columban-videos/for-too-long-have-we-ignored-you/
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Please accept my               VISA            MASTERCARD        

NAME

ADDRESS

                                           POSTCODE

EMAIL

Online Subscriptions: www.columban.org.au
St Columbans Mission Society A.B.N. 17 686 524 625

Please accept my:      Credit Card (Fill in details below)      Money Order      Cheque     

ST COLUMBANS MISSION SOCIETY
PO Box 752  Niddrie Victoria Australia 3042
TFE@columban.org.au

THE FAR EAST SUBSCRIPTION

ST COLUMBANS MISSION SOCIETY
Australia    Britain    Chile    China    Fiji    Ireland

Japan    Korea    Myanmar    New Zealand    Pakistan    Peru

Philippines    Taiwan    United States

www.columban.org.au

We would like to thank you for your generosity and support during 2011.

You make a difference to the lives or ordinary people with whom our 
Columban missionaries work.

SIGNATUREEXPIRY DATENAME ON CARD (PLEASE PRINT)
/

 $  TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

 $Donation to Columban Mission
“The Far East” Subscription ($10 per year)  $

MONTHLY 
       I WISH TO HELP ON A REGULAR BASIS:

 QUARTERLY  $
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